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Introduction 
 

Picture the scene:  You’re going on holiday 
to a nice warm Greek Island, hotel is all 
booked, you’ve got your Euros, everything 
is sorted.  Then we have the drive to the 
airport, always slightly tense, you find your 
parking spot and get on the transfer bus.  
Then its security, belts in the box, shoes 
off, shoes on?  So confusing, but finally, 
you’re through, relax, time for a beer, 
after all we are on holiday now!  All we 
need to do now is what we are told, when 
we are told, and we’ll end up at the right 
aircraft door.  We survive the boarding 

scrum, we are welcomed on board, we find our seat and wrestle some space in the overhead 
compartment for our hand luggage, often asking… “how were they allowed such a big bag on as hand 
luggage?”  “Taking up all the space…and they are not even on our row!”  Eventually we are all seated 
and strapped in – ready! 
 
Imagine then the pilots walk in, after us, and ask, “Erm, remind me, where are you all going today?” 
and after we nervously reply they continue to say, “Greek Islands, I guess we have enough fuel for that” 
 
Mmmm, Mr ‘super-sized’ Case might even leave that behind in the panic to get off! 
 
 
 
 

We assume the pilots know where they are 
going, that they have enough fuel, that they 
have the right frequencies, in short, we 
assume there is a PLAN.  Rest-assured nervy 
fliers there is one, but this plan would be 
worthless unless it is shared, and everybody is 
working to it.  The groundcrew need to know 

what fuel to load, the dispatchers need to know 
what meals to load, air traffic need to have a 
flight path, the cabin crew need to know what 
passenger needs there are…. In short, 
EVERYBODY needs to know something from the 
plan, and everybody works to the premise that 
all are working to that plan (not some local 
variant). 
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The plan-led approach in brief 
 
A plan-led philosophy is an approach that steps away from 
the more traditional rail maintenance mentality of ‘service 
at any cost’ into a world that delivers a cost-competitive 
service.  In short, it balances the triangle (right) more 
maturely and can be described as delivering ‘service at the 
right cost’.  Many rail TOC survive in a world where there 
is little competition to the service they provide and 
understandably, other than safety considerations,  service 
becomes paramount.  Service is still vital in the competitive 
landscape that your organisation occupies, but so too are 
cost and customer satisfaction driven from high-quality 
maintenance output.  A plan-led philosophy and process 
provide the stimulus for management to create that 
output by increasing pre-input challenge to reduce 
perished capacity both depot and labour, thereby ‘buying’ additional hours to focus on quality output.  
This pre-input work is cemented by a review that challenges where improvements can be realised. 
 
 
Two elements are crucial to delivering the philosophy: 

 The planning cycle 
 The planning cell 

 
Typical plan-led cycle (weekly and daily) 

 
In the planning cycle, there is only one plan that everybody works to.  It is developed from inputs from 
production, materials and technical – developed by the planning cell using all the intelligence and inputs 
available.  They build the most viable plan that delivers the right service, but one that also utilises all 
the available facility and labour capacity.  Some of the philosophical shift required is that Planning 
become responsible for setting work output levels, rather than Production teams.  Planning are held 
accountable for ‘spending’ all the resources, and in doing this they would evaluate where resources are 
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being perished.  The review meeting challenges the plan and the delivery of it to continually improve 
the process, week on week. 
 
The planning cell shape and size will depend upon the size of the fleet and often the complexity of 
running programme.  A typical medium sized organisation set up is describe below: 
 

 
Medium-sized organisation planning cell 

 
The physical location of the planning cell is driven by the importance of the two key communication 
lines.  There is a need to have a strong links with rolling stock control, and there is a need to have a 
strong link with the production control teams.  Rolling stock control the input plan stability, and 
production control drive the depot output.  Both have the most effect on the maintenance plan and 
the effective use of resources. 
 
In a busy running environment where stock is being swapped and moved regularly to keep service 
running, then locating the planning cell in the control centre makes most sense, so that they can hear 
the ‘noise’.  Where the running plan is stable, typically in long-distance operations then the input plan 
is naturally more stable, and then the complexities of the maintenance centre yard mean links with 
production control are more important. 
 
In either case, the communication links with the other key department are vital to secure, either 
through KPI or other means. 
 

Pre input 
 
A plan-led approach adds a layer of 
sophistication into the pre-input 
process, so that a planner focused 
primarily on utilizing resources, people 
and facility in the most effective 
manner bring together a plan that 
includes all inputs, and considers all 
constraints.  The planning cycle 
dictates that this is committed to by all 
parties. 
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Plan-led Governance 

Governance of this approach is moderately straight forward, and following your organisation’s 
operating model theme;  the governance of the model being provided through the accountabilities of 
the planning cycle. 

 
Governance regime in a plan-led model 

Plan committal meeting 
Chair   Fleet Planning Manager 
Required Depot/Production Manager (or Senior Production Manager) 
  Materials Manager 
  Engineering Manager 
Outputs  An agreed plan that meets service needs, is viable and, that utilises all resources 
 
Review meeting 
Chair   Head of Production 
Required Depot Manager (or Senior Production Manager) 
  Fleet Planning Manager 

(Materials) 
  (Engineering) 
Outputs A review of performance, Service, Cost and quality.  The success measures mentioned 

above – so that next week a better plan is built. 
 
Sitting outside of the planning cycle but part of the plan-led system is some form of periodic technical 
review.  This review might be monthly or every quarterly depending upon the need.  The key focus of 
this review is to address the performance of the train, its components and the maintenance regime.  It 
should challenge and hold to account: 

 Train reliability 
 Component reliability 
 Train running costs 

The outputs of the periodic technical review meeting would likely be a series of action plans to improve 
reliability or reduce costs; plans which are held to account at future meetings.  This meeting would 
likely be chaired by the Engineering Manager, or even the Fleet Director. 


